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THE THOMAS YOUNG ORATION. 
BY PROF. R. W. WOOD (of the Johns Hopkins 
Un i re r  si t y , B a1 t j mor e). 
Lecture delivered o n  29th September, 2920. 
IT was not witiiqut soiiie misgivings, ancl only 
after a good deal of hesitation that  1 decided to 
take as the subject of this lecture a ipecial line 
of investigation upon which I hare been en- 
gaged, which, nhi le  it has to do with tlie cle- 
velopment of optical instruments, ancl iiiay be of 
interest to you, is scarcely broad enough t o  be 
made the subject of a n  oration. 
We inay regard the Ti-orli of Tlioiiias Young 
as having laid the foundation for a class of 
optical instrument5 which are  of the greatest 
importance a t  the present time. I refer to the 
modern interference spectroscopes. TI-e hare  a t  
the present time three optical instrunleiits, 
vliich, by reason of their wide fields of applica- 
t ion and tlie enormous number of new facts 
ascertained through their use, staiici in  a class 
by theinselves : w inay, in  fact, say tha t  r e  have 
but  three optical instruments of importance, the 
telescope, the microscope, and the spectroscope. 
We have about reached the limit of niagiiify- 
ing pov-er in  the case of the telescope, and i t  
seems very doubtful nliether we niay espect to 
see much more of planetary detail nit l i  larger 
instruments, for the earth’s atmosphere, even 
under the best conditions, interfere\ n ith our 
vision through a large telescope, in  much the 
same way as does a piece of bad winL?oiv glass 
under ordinary conditions. Tlie snnie is t rue  in  
the case of the microscope, though in  this case i t  
is the finiteness of tlie wave-length of light 
n-hich sets a l imit  t o  the resolving poner of the 
instrument. I n  the cnqe of the spectroscope there 
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appears to be no theoretical limit to  the resolv- 
ing  power, and it is probable that improvements 
will go on f o r  some t ime to  come. 
It is my intention this evening to deal both 
with the telescope and the spectroscope, and 
bring to your attention some recent experiments 
11-liich I have made with a view of improving the 
latter,  and perhaps degenerating the former. 
There a r e  at  the present t ime three types of dis- 
persing systems utilised i n  the spectroscope ; the 
prism, first carefully studied by Si r  Isaac Ken-- 
ton, \Those x-ork may be regarded as the founda- 
tion on x-hicli the spectroscope Tvas bui l t ;  the 
diffraction grat ing,  the out-growth of the dis- 
covery of the interference of light by Thomas 
Young ; and tlie more recent interferometers, 
echelons, and interference plates of Michelson, 
Fabry, and Perot, and Lunimer ancl Ghercke, of 
which Dr.  Young may also be regarded as a 
remote ancestor. 
I t  appears probable a t  the present t ime t h a t  
further improvements Tvill most likely be made 
by increasing the size and perfection of diffrac- 
t ion gratings;  for they have already far sur- 
passed the prism i n  povTer, and are  free from the 
many disadvantages inherent i n  most of the in- 
terference types. 
One great ohjection t o  the use of the grat ing 
has been the large loss of light n-hich results 
from the circumstance tha t  several spectra of 
greater or less intensity are  aln-ags produced by 
i t .  
The diffraction gyating, in  tlie form in n-hich 
it is now usecl, consists of a polished plate of 
speculum metal, either plane or concare, upon 
the surface of v-liich parallel equidistant lines 
h a r e  been ruled with a diamond point to the 
nuinher of fifteen or t\\-enty thousand to  the 
inch. TYlien a ray of vliite light falls normally 
upon sucli n plate, tlie r a ~ - s  are  bent or dif- 
fracted to the right and left, foriiiing a number 
of coloured spectra, such as I now show >-ou b s 7  
reflecting the light froin this lantern upon the 
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ceiling. A prism acts in much the  same way, 
only in this case but a single spectrum is 
formed. Now, i t  is found i n  practice tha t  the 
distribution of the light among the diaerent 
spectra formed by a grating is by no means con- 
stant,  but  varies with the form of the diamond 
point used i n  the ruling. Some gratings have 
been ruled which throw as much as 50 per cent. 
of the light into a single spectrum. Such grat-  
ings as a rule are  produced by accident, for very 
little has been accomplished thus f a r  by grind- 
ing the diamond point t o  any special form. 
We know in  general the form of groove which 
we require to send most of the light into a single 
spectrum, but very little experimental work has 
been done on the relation existing between the 
form of the groove, and the distribution of the 
light among the different spectra. This is a 
matter of the greatest importance, since the 
greatest drawback of the grat ing is the loss of 
light which results from the formation of a 
number of spectra. Very little experiments1 
work has been done upon the subject, since i t  is 
almost impossible to  ascertain the exact form of 
the groove in any particular case. Anyone who 
has worked with the microscope will realise the 
difficulty of telling anything about the shape of 
the cross section of a series of fine scratches 
ruled upon a polished metal surface. 
It occurred to  me that a promising method of 
attack would be t o  manufacture gratings with 
grooves of such large size that  the determination 
of their exact form, width, etc., would be a 
matter of certainty, and then investigate the 
distribution of the energy,of the reflected radia- 
tion among the difterent spectra, by means of 
the very long waves of heat discovered by 
Rubens and his collaborators. If the light of a 
Welsbach lamp is reflected from several surfaces 
of quartz in  succession, the energy reflected from 
the last surface is made up of a very homo- 
geneous radiation, made up of waves, the mean 
wave-length of which is about fourteen times 
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greater than the longest visible waves (red 
light). 
By employing these residual rays, as they are 
called, and a grating with 1,000 lines to the 
inch, we should have about the same ratio of 
wave-length t o  grating space as obtains in  the 
case of a Rowland grating with 14,000 lines t o  
the inch, and red light. Gratings with constants 
varying from 0.1 mm. to .01 mm. could be 
studied by means of residual rays, o r  narrow 
regions of the infra-red spectrum, isolated by a 
salt-prism spectrometer, and the relation be- 
tween the intensity distribution and the form of 
the groove determined. Methods have been 
worked out by which a groove of any desired 
form could be ruled, with optically flat sides (a 
very important point), the angular slope of each 
side of the groove measured, and the exact 
nature of the ruling determined-i.e., whether 
the metal had been forced up between the 
grooves, or whether the angle between the 
opposed faces was equal to the angle between 
the edges of the ruling knife. This by no means 
follows, as the ruling of groove No. 2 may force 
the metal to one siae and increase the angle of 
slope of the adjacent side of groove No. 1. 
Gratings were finally obtained, which have 
proved so  efficient in the investigation of infra- 
red spectra that  it seems worth while to desig- 
nate them by a name of their own. They throw 
a large percentage, of the energy into one or t w o  
spectra to the left of the central image and show 
little o r  no trace of any ener-9 to the right of 
if. With visible light they send the greater part 
into a group of spectra, say, from the 12th t o  
the 16th, o r  from the 24th to the 30th order. 
They may thus be regarded as reflecting 
echelons, of comparatively sniall retardation, 
and I propose the name “echelette,” to distin- 
guish them from the ordinary grating and the 
Michelson echelon. 
Various methods were tried for their produc- 
tion. The first were made by punching the 
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grooves with a steel die, two adjacent surfaces 
of which had been ground flat and highly 
polished. The die was a block of hard steel 
measuring 3 x 2 x 1.5 cins., and the gratings 
were punched with an  ordinary milling machine, 
the die being clamped a t  the proper angle in  a 
fixed position, and a polished plate of some soft 
metal pushed up against i t  from below. This 
method is analogous to  the one used by Mr.  
Thorpe, in making his gratings for the denion- 
stration of predominant spectra, but i t  did not 
giye very satisfactory results. 
d f  ter consider able experimenting with var i- 
ous metals and ruling points, I came to the con- 
clusion that  soft alloys must be avoided, for IC 
appeared to be impossible t o  cut a groove -with 
optically flat sides. The crystalline structure of 
the metal caused the point to rule a groove, the 
sides of which undulated more o r  less, causing 
more o r  less reflexion in directions parallel to 
the grooves. 
The method finally adopted was the following : 
d sheet of polished copper plate, such as is used 
by photo-engravers for the half-tone process, was 
gold-plated and polished. The plates were found 
sufficiently flat f o r  the purpose and had a much 
better optical surface than anything that  I was 
enabled t o  produce on a copper plate by grind- 
ing and polishing, f o r  the final polishing always 
produced irregular undulations (possibly owing 
to variations in the hardness), and I mas unable 
to get any suggestions from professional opti- 
cians accustomed t o  the polishing of glass and 
speculum metal. If anyone has worked out a 
method of getting a flat optical surface on such 
metals as copper or gold, I shall be very glad to 
hear of it, as i t  will douljtless improTie the quality 
of the gratings. 
A carborunduni crystal was used for the 
ruling point, and the ruling, in the case of the 
gratings of very large constant, was clone o n  a 
small laboratory dividing-engine by hand. This 
machine hac1 bad periodic errors, and the best 
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gratings were made with Rowland’s first 
machine, with a 7-tooth and a 15-tooth cam, 
which gave 2,062 and 962 lines t o  the inch 
respectively. 
The hexagonal carborundum crystals were 
selected by breaking up a mass of the substance 
as i t  comes from the furnace. Specimens of 
these iridescent crystalline masses are to be 
found in  most chemical or mineralogical 
museums. The crystals have the form shown in 
figure 1, and are  mounted as shown in  the 
figure. The natural  edges a re  so straight that  
they rule a groove with optically perfect sides. 
Everything depends upon the nature of the edge 
and  the angle at  which i t  is set n-ith respect to 
FIG. 1. 
the d i r e c t i o n  o j  the  line-i.e., the t i l t  forwards 
or  back. Some edges will not rule properly a t  
any angle, “chattering ” over the surface and 
tearing off a thread of metal. 
N o  metal i s  removed when the ruling is going 
on properly, the groove being formed by com- 
pression of the metal. If the edge is properly 
chosen, mounted a t  the proper angle and cor- 
rectly weighted, a beautiful groove is made with 
a very little elevation of the metal above the 
original surface a t  the edges. The first gratings 
were ruled on copper and subsequently gold- 
plated t o  prevent tarnish, but i t  was found that  
even the lightest polishing on the buffing mheel 
destroyed the sharpness of the edges and caused 
the development of strong central images. 
It was found, however, that  even with an ex- 
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ceedingly thin deposit of gold (about the lightest 
plating ever done commercially) i t  was possible 
t o  rule very deep grooves without uncovering the 
copper. This solved the difficulty, and excellent 
gratings could be produced a t  a very small cost. 
The copper plate was varnished with asphalt on 
the back to save gold, and gilded in  as large 
pieces as the gilding establishment could handle. 
These large sheets were then cut up to the re- 
quired size with a circular saw. They perfornied 
fairly well optically, giving almost as good 
images as an  ordinary plate-glass mirror, in 
spite of the rather rough treatment to which 
they had been subjected. 
It is important to  instruct the gilder to  do as 
little buffing as possible. My first plates were 
spoiled by having too thick a deposit of gold 
and too vigorous buffing o r  burnishing. The 
best treatment is the one which they give to the 
thinnest coats, which would be completely re- 
moved if polished by the methods employed fo r  
thicker deposits. If a thick deposit is given 
and polished in  the usual way, the optical sur- 
face is ruined by the formation of undulations, 
though i t  is hard to  convince the gilder that i t  
is unsatisfactory. I mention these details for 
the benefit of others undertaking the manufac- 
ture  of these gratings, for i t  tooli me nearly a 
week to  convince the gilder tha t  he could be 
taught anything about the nature of metals and 
how they should be treated. 
To obtain a better optical surface, or rather a 
flatter one, I had a polished flat plate of specu- 
lum metal, such as is used for making Row- 
land gratings, silver-plated and polished. The 
circumstance that the first plate which I placed 
in the hands of the plater flew into three pieces 
as soon as he put i t  in the hot alkaline solution 
which they use f o r  cleaning thin metal work, 
convinced him that  there was something about 
metals to be learned, and he was more willing 
to take advice thereafter. By this method i t  
was possible to get a beautiful optical surface of 
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soft metal, in  which the grooves could be cut. 
So f a r  as I could see by a rather superficial 
examination, the optical perfection of the sur- 
face had not been materially affected. 
It seems probable tha t  this method will be a 
distinct advance i n  the manufacture of gratings 
for  optical purposes. Not only can a larger con- 
centration of light i n  a single spectrum be 
secured, bu t  the ruling point does not wear away 
as it does on speculum metal. We may, more- 
over, choose our metal with respect to  the par t  
of the spectrum i n  which we wish to work. A 
gold-plated surf ace mould make a n  excellent 
gra t ing  fo r  working i n  the region between wave- 
lengths 55  and 75, for gold reflects 90 per cent. 
of red light, while speculum metal reflects only 
65 per cent. Nickel mould be better for the blue 
and ultra-violet. 
The angle of the ruling edges of the carborun- 
dum hexagonal plates is 120", consequently the 
sides of the groore make approximately this 
angle. By placing the crystal in various posi- 
tions we obtain grooves of various shapes, one 
side, for example, sloping a t  an angle of 12" 
with the original surface, the other a t  4b". 
These angles are subsequently determined with 
a small spectrometer or by simply mounting the 
gratings on a graduated circle, and  observing 
the reflesion of a lamp-flame in them. I n  the 
best ones no trace of the central image can be 
seen, which is what we should expect i f  the 
edges of the grooves were sharp and none of the 
original plane surface remained. The sum of 
the t w o  angles of slope did not always add u p  
to 60°, as they should do i f  the ruling had been 
done with a 120° point. This is probably due to 
the circumstance that  the edges of the carborun- 
dum crystals are usually bevelled as shown in 
fig. 1. I have not made a study of the angles a t  
mhich these small planes meet, but i t  seems likely 
tha t  with certain crystals m e  may have a ruling 
point the edges of v-hich meet a t  an  angle larger 
than  120'. 
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Of the eight grat ings which I have measured 
thus f a r ,  the angles of the edges a n d  their sun1 
are slio~vn i n  the  following table :- 
11 20.5 22 29 11 12 17 43 
49 27.5 30 18 44 46 37 11 
60 48 52 47 55 58 54  54 
I n  addition to knowing the angle of slope of 
the two sides of the groove it is necessary to  de- 
termine whether they inake a sharp angle, i.e., 
whether they meet i n  a knife-edge a t  the top, 
or whether there is some of the original surface 
remaining between them, or a ridge of more or 
less roughed surface due t o  the squeezing up of 
metal by the compression resulting from the 
action of the carborunduni crystal. 
Some difficulty was found i n  interpreting tho 
appearance of the surface under the microscope 
unt i l  the  following method, which gave beauti- 
f u l  results, was t r ied.  Two electric lamps were 
placed just  above the stage of the microscope, to  
the  r ight  and left of the  tube, in  such positions 
t h a t  the edges of the  grooves reflected light ver- 
tically into the  objective. A red glass was 
placed i n  f ront  of one lamp, and a green glass 
i n  f ront  of the other. The edges of the grooves 
appeared brilliantly illuminated i n  complement- 
a r y  colours, with no dark  region, if they met a t  
the  top, but  if not, each pair  of red-green strips 
was separated from the neighbouring pa i r  by a 
d a r k  line, due to  the fact tha t  the level surface 
between the grooves was not a t  the proper angle 
to  reflect light from either lamp into the objec- 
tive. The appearance of the  gratings illum- 
inated i n  this way was similar to tha t  of one of 
the screens used in  the  Joly process of colour- 
photography, as I shall show you a t  the close of 
the hour. 
If the grat ing showed no central  image with 
light, it was safe to  assume tha t  the metal along 
the d a r k  line had been forced up and the  
original surface destroyed. This was usually 
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the cahe when the grvoves were very nearly in 
contact. If strong central images were ex- 
hibited, it indicated t h a t  a portion of the 
original flat surf ace remained between the 
grooves. The width of this portion i n  com- 
parison with tha t  of the roughened portion could 
be determined by placing the grat ing a t  an  angle 
under the microscope and reflecting light from 
the linear strips between the  grooves. In  
this  way a very perfect knowledge of the 
exact na ture  of the ruled surface could be 
obtained. Another method of studying the sur- 
face is to  make a cast of i t  i n  celluloid or a 
paraffin composition and  section this with a 
microtome. The optical method gave the best 
results, however. 
I n  the majority of cases the  crystal was 
mounted so as to rule a groove one edge of 
which macle a n  angle of 20", or less with the 
original surf ace. With normal incidence this 
gives us a concentration of energy a t  a n  angle of 
40°, with practically no energy thrown off from 
the other edges of the groove, owing to  the 
steepness of the angle. This case is shown i n  
fig. 1 b .  The best gratings show no reflexion i n  
the normal direction, i.e., they give no central 
image. They give, however, a very good re- 
flected image of one's face, when held a t  an  
angle of 20°, the image being uncoloured, bu t  
slightly diffused by diffraction in  a direction 
perpendicular to the grooves. The image is so 
sharp, however, tha t  the pupil  of the eye can be 
seen without difficulty. 
Some of the gratings with symmetrical grooves 
show two oblique images. Mirrors made in  this 
way could be utilised by two people wishing t o  
shave simultaneously ! Each person would see 
only his own face in  the mirror.  We have here 
a photograph of one of the gratings in  front 
of which is a piece of th in  paper with the letters 
A B C and D marked on it. A strong light falls 
on the paper from behind, and the letters con- 
sequently show through. Notice now tha t  in  the 
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unruletl portion of  the gra t ing  tlic d r i p  of paper  
is wen reficctcd ti littlo to tho r ight  of tlic ] ) o b i -  
t ion occupitbtl by tlic. \ t r ip .  'I'lic iiiteriiiediiite 
portion of t h e  s t r i p  n i t l i  tlie letters I I  nntl C is 
see11 reflcctetl iriuch fur ther  iilo~ig to  tlic riglit, 
t i t  the very e n d  of tlie rulctl portion of tlic plate. 
A t  the end  o f  tlie hour you wil l  Iinrc nit o111~1r- 
tuni ty  of osnliiining thesc curious olrlicluo ilirngcs 
reflcctetl f rom tlie ruled hurfaccs of tlic ccliclette 
gratings. 
The gra t ings  behave, nvitli infra-ret1 rndi:ttion 
of wave-lengths, above, say 3 p, precisely i ih  a n  
ideally perfect grnt ing,  thnt  is, they give hpec- 
Fro. 2.  
t r n  similar to  whnt me slioultl hare with nn 
ordinnry pra t ing  which threw prncticnlly nll of 
the light into one or two orders on one side of 
the central image. 
With v i a i l k  light their behaviour is nimt 
curious and  intermting.  The central ininpc is 
usually ahmnt, and Tye get n blnze of l ight  when 
the firnting is turned at  the  proper anplc. Wi th  
a symmetrical Froove the blaze is wen on both 
AideR, at angles of 45" for  normal incidence. 
ThiR blaze we may term the obliqrie imngr. 
If the aource of l ight  i n  white, a lamp flame, 
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for example, the appearance is as shown in  fig. 
3 d, which is f o r  a grating with a constant of 
.OB mm. The position of the central image is 
indicated by an arrow. It is very faint  or 
barely visible, however. To the right and left 
are  the oblique images, buc very slightly broad- 
ened by diffraction owing t o  the width of the 
reflecting edges, which in  this case make equal 
angles with the surface. 
In  fig. 3 a  we have the appearance of things 
with a grat ing of constant .0123 mix. The 
central image is indicated by an arrow, and is 
bordered on each side by the ordinary grating 
spectra, which are  close together o n  account of 
the coarseness of the ruling. They are much 
fainter than I have indicated on the plate. Well 
t o  one side, a t  an angle of about 40’ n-ith the 
normal, F e  see a very bright and greatly 
broadened white image of the flame, accom- 
panied by lateral spectra. 
These are not grating spectra, but the first 
class spectra (as Fraunhofer termed them) due t o  
a single slit, or in  this case t o  a single reflect- 
ing edge of a grooye. With a sodium flame the 
appearance is as shown in  fig. 3 b .  TT7e have in 
this case three orders of spectra in  the region 
occupied b>- the central niasiinum of the spectra 
of the first class. Their order is indicated be- 
low. One or two orders to the right and left 
of this group are absent, since they fall i n  the 
region of the minimum due to a singIe slit. 
They are the “absent spectra” of grating 
theory. Other groups of orders appear in  the 
regions occupied bp the first class coloured spec- 
t ra ,  their intensity being much less, however, 
than the intensity of the ones falling within the 
region of the central maximum. 
The esistence of these images of the soda 
flame shows us that  the perfection of ruling is 
such that  interference, with a path difference 
of about 30 wave-lengths, is still taking place. 
In  other words, our grat ing is acting as a re- 
flecting echelon with steps 15 wave-lengths in 
a 
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height. This was ohserrrd only in the cnw of 
the gratings rulrd on the Iloalnntl machine. 
Those ruled on the sinnll Inlmrntory mncliinc~ l)y 
hand Rhowcrl only n confrisetl ji11111)le of o w r -  
Inpping images, which foriiietl an  nlmost con-  
tiiiUoUN band of yellow light. 'I'h grtitiiig con- 
stant was .0123 nun. in the c n ~  represented i r i  
figs. 1 and 3. With n lnrger constant the CC'II- 
t ral  nmximum of the xpectrn of tlie first clnciR 
waA narrower and I)riKlitrr, thc Intern1 rninbow 
coloured fringes being lrss in evidence. 
The width of the region in which wc l invc 
these maxima ant1 minima of the first clnss lw- 
FIG. 3. 
comes less as we increaRe the width of the reflect- 
ing steps of the grating. In the caRe of a Erat- 
ing of such a aninll constant as .0129 min., thiR 
region of diffraction of the energy from each 
individunl element covers n range of fully ten 
degrees, embracing as many a8 12 or more 
orders of second class Rpectrn. In  the cam of 
the Michelmn echelon, the width of the step is 
from 0.6 to 1 mm., and the range of diffrnction 
is so smnll that  but one or two orders of s p c t r a  
are included within it. Ry the study of thew 
echelette gratings we can pasa gradually from 
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the case of the ordinary grating to that of the 
echelon. 
Some of the gratings, with a constant of 
.0123 mm. gave strongly coloured central im- 
ages, and lateral spectra of low order in which 
a certain colour or colours were wholly absent. 
The first order spectrum on one side, for ex- 
ample, may contain no yellow-green, a broad 
dark band bisecting the spectrum. A third order 
spectrum may have two dark bands, one in  the 
yellow, and another in the greenish-blue. 
I n  one case the oblique image o r  the central 
maximum of the spectra of the first class, in- 
stead of being white, was distinctly blue, while 
the maxima immediately t o  the right and left 
of i t  contained only red, orange, and yellow 
light, as shown in fig. 3c. 
This curious distribution of colour was ob- 
served in the case of one grating only, and its 
esplanation gave a good deal of trouble. To 
explain i t  we must devise some type of reflect- 
ing element which will give, in the case of red 
light, zero illumination a t  the centre of sym- 
metry, with strong lateral maxima, and with 
blue ligiit a strong maximum a t  the centre, 
bordered by minima which occupy the positions 
of the red maxima, and maxima in  the positions 
of the red minima. 
This can apparently be brought about only 
by an  element consisting of two parts, in other 
words a double reflecting strip, with a half- 
wave retardation for red light, as in the case 
of the laminary grating. The central maxi- 
mum will vanish in this case for red light, as 
can be easiIy seen by constructing the diffracted 
wave-fronts. If blue light is used the retarda- 
tion becomes very nearly a whole wave, and we 
have the centre of the system bright. An ex- 
amination of the grating with a microscope 
showed that there were in fact two reflecting 
strips in contact which together formed one side 
of the groove, the grating being built up of 
paired reflecting elements separated by inopera- 
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tive strips of about the same width. Jus t  how 
the carborundum crystal managed to rule such 
a groove I am unable to sag. A coloured draw- 
ing  of this very remarkable set of spectra will 
be found i n  my Physical Optics.” (Revised 
edition, 1911.) 
Fur ther  experinienting mill probably improre 
the quality of the gratings and open up a large 
field of work in the infra-red region. The 
grat ings yiel? excellent replicas which can be 
mounted on h t  plates of glass and gold-plated 
by the cathode discharge. The replicas will very 
possibly have flatter surfaces than the original 
gratings,  i f  properly mounted. 
I have described in  some detail tlie appear- 
ances presented by these gratings when exam- 
ined with visible light because they are  in  a 
way quite unique, and their study has proved 
very instructive. We will now take up their 
behaviour with heat waves fifteen times longer 
than  the light waves. The investigation of this 
subject I have carried out i n  collaboration with 
Professor A. Trowbridge, of Princeton Uni- 
versity. 
The investigation was made with the large 
vacuum spectro-bolometer, on the table of which 
the gratings were mounted, and the slit illum- 
inated with the radiant  energy in  question. 
Two groups of rays were used in the investiga- 
tion, the residual rays from quartz with a mean 
wave-length of 8 . 6 ~  and the CO, radiation from 
a Bunsen flame, with a wave-length of 4.3p, o r  
about half as great as tha t  of the quartz rays. 
The smallest grat ing constant used mas 0.0123 
mm., or seven times the width of the grooves on 
the gratings ruled on Rowland’s first machine, 
the largest, .05 mni. It is evident tha t  when 
these gratings are  used with the long heat-waves 
above referred to, the ratio of the gra t ing  con- 
s tant  to the wave-length is about the same as 
tha t  which obtains in  the case of visible light 
a n d  the optical gratings in  common use. 
I n  order to make a thoroughly satisfactory 
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study of the distribution of the energy i t  would 
be advisabIe to Beep the angle of incidence fixed 
(for example normal) and swing the bolometer 
or thermopile through the spectra. With the 
instrument at  ou r  disposal a t  the present time 
this mas impossible, and i t  was necessary to  
make the spectra pass across the bolometer by 
rotating the grating. This complicates the dis- 
cussion of the results in  no small degree, for the 
energy distribution varies with the angle of 
incidence, as can be seen easily with an  ordin- 
ary grating. We have, however, already ob- 
tained results which a re  in  qualitative agree- 
ment with theory, and which show that  the me- 
z)ire:~'oJ1 O$ LveidenP 
*wr,vc 0 .  
FIG 4. 
thocl is admirably adapted to  the experimental 
investigation of the proljiem. TVe shall, in the 
present treatment, discuss the results by the 
Fresnel inethod, considering the interference be- 
tween secondary wavelets originating on the 
surface of the wave-fronts reflected from the 
oblique edges of the grooves. As Lord Rag-leigh 
has pointed out, this method holds only when 
the width of the groove considerably exceeds the 
wave-length of the light. 
In  the present case, with our closest ruling, 
the groove-width was 1 . 5  times the ware-length 
of ou r  longest waves, and i t  appears probable 
that in this case ve  are w r y  near, if not b e  
yoncl the point, at  which we may safely employ 
the Fresnel treatment. 
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In  continuing the work i t  is our intention t o  
employ waves of continually increasing wave- 
length, until the point is reached a t  which the 
spectra disappear entirely, which will give us 
the complete experimental solution of each case. 
In  the case of the echelette grat ing the con- 
ditions are  quite different from those which 
obtain in  the case of the gratings usually con- 
sidered which act by opacity. For a mire 
grating, or a reflecting grat ing made by ruling 
black lines on a reflecting surface, the spectra of 
even order fall out when the widths of the opera- 
tive and  inoperative elements are equal. I n  the 
case of the echelette grating, practically the 
FIG. 8 .  
whole surface is operative, and if v-e place the 
eye, or better the objective of a microscope 
(focused upon the grooves in the direction of a 
spectrum) we see a uniform blaze of light illum- 
inating the entire surface. This means that  the 
widths of the reflected elements of the wave-front 
a re  twice as wide as in the case of a grating 
of the opaque type having the same constant. 
Now in a grating of this type the spectra of 
even order disappear when n=b,  as a result of 
the circumstance that in the directions of these 
spectra each diffracted wave front is self-de- 
strucfiwe, i .e. ,  these directions are the direc- 
tions of Fraunhofer's minima of the first class, 
namely such as will malie the path differ- 
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ence between the disturbances coming from the 
two edges of each reflecting element equal t o  the 
wave-length of light. I n  the case of the reflect- 
i ng  grat ing with its opaque strips, i f  me widen 
the reflecting strips and narrow the opaque 
ones, keeping the constant the same, the direc- 
kion of the first class minima will move in  to- 
wards the first order spectra, which will disap- 
pear when the opaque strips become infinitely 
narrow. The same thing, however, holds for all 
the other spectra, for as we widen the reflecting 
s t r ip  the first class minima dram closer together, 
coinciding with the spectra of the second class 
{grating spectra) in  the limiting case of opaque 
lines infinitely narrow. If, however, we mrrow 
the reflecting strips, Beeping the grating space 
constant, the first class minima move out and 
presently the speotra of the third and sixth 
order disappear. 
Going back now to the echelette grating we 
find tha t  in the ideal case, in  which the re- 
flected fronts build up an unbroken surface 
{i.e., with no inoperative or dark regions be- 
tween them) we should expect all of the light in  
one spectrum, namely the one lying in  the direo- 
tion in which the reflected wave-fronts are 
travelling, the case being analogous t o  the re- 
flecting grating with infinitely narrow opaque 
lines, except that  in this case we find the light 
in a spectrum instead of in the central image. 
We must remember, however, that  in  this case 
we have chopped up  the wave-front into linear 
strips, and that ou r  reflected wave-front is built 
up of strips obtained from successive waves, a8 
can be seen from fig. 4, in which we have the 
reflection of a t ra in  of four waves, numbered 
1,  2, 3, and 4 from the echelette grooves. It 
is very questionable whether the upper wave- 
front 4, 3, 2, 1, will behave as a plane-wave, 
i.e., travel out without diffraction, f o r  eaoh 
one of the elements of which i t  is composed has 
had t o  travel one o r  more wave-lengths before 
uniting with its neighbour. 
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This is a question, however, which can be 
best answered by experiment. In  the case 
figured the reflected waves a re  travelling in  the 
direction of the first order spectrum, and the 
path-difference between the successive elemen- 
ta ry  wave-fronts is A. 
Neglecting the probable disturbances in phase 
continuity resulting from the breaking up of 
the wave into narrow strips, we should expect 
all of the energy in the first order spectrum. 
If, however, we work with waves twice as long, 
the path-difference will be h / 2  instead of 
A and we should find the energy about equally 
divided between the central image and the first 
order spectrum, which in  this case will lie well 
to the left of the direction in  which the reflected 
waves start. Grating No. 8, which mill be de- 
scribed presently, comes the nearest t o  fulfilling 
these conditions of any thus fa r  examined. With 
waves 4.3~ in length the first order spectrum 
lies nearly in  the direction of the reflected waves, 
ancl contains 70 per cent. of the energy. With 
the “ Reststrahlen ” from quartz ( A = 8 . 6 )  we 
have 34 per cent. in  the first order spectrum and 
66 per cent. in  the central image. The prepon- 
derance in  the central image is due to the fact 
tha t  the “oblique image” (direction of re- 
flexion) lies nearer to the central image than the 
first order spectrum for 8 . 6 ~ .  
A large number of gratings have been exam- 
ined and the work is not yet completed. For n 
complete solution of each case, i t  is necessary to 
know whether any of the original flat surface 
has been left between the grooves. This is often 
the case with the coarser rulings, and results 
in  the formation of strong central images when 
the gratings are  examined with visible light. 
Each grating element may tlius consist of three 
strips, the two edges of the groove and the flat 
portion between. Thus far,  but a single type of 
groove has been tried, viz., the one ruled by the 
320’ carborundum crystal. The angle a t  which 
the crystal was mounted with respect to the sur-  
4 1  
fwc Iias, l i o \ m w ,  beex1 varier1 over a wide range, 
ns wcll a8 tlie depth of tlie groove, &e. Other 
types of grooves will he investigated with a view 
of finding the one best mitecl for work i n  the 
infra-red. It w e m ~  probahle that a 90' groove 
w i l l  1 ) ~  the best, afi with a groove of this type one 
FIG. 6. 
edge can be made almost inoperative, and n 
larger proportion of the surface brought into 
plny. A symmetrically placed 90' groove with 
tlie light incident normally will be a n  interest- 
ing  type to investigate, for in  this case we have 
n two-fold reflexion in  the groove, each element 
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of the plane wave being broken into two, which 
are turned end to end and reunited, as can be 
seen by constructing the reflected rays for a 
surfaoe of this nature. A 90' double mirror 
has the property of returning a twice-reflected 
ray back t o  its source, regardless of its direc- 
tion, provided i t  cross the groove in a direction 
perpendicular to the groove. 
In  fig. 5 let AB be a portion of the plane wave 
AD incident upon the grooved surface. After 
the first reflexion it will occupy the position 
AIB', and after the second A"B'1. The portion 
BC will be reversed in the same way, and the 
two portions will unite into the wave C,B,A,. 
It seem, therefore, as if a surface of this nature 
would not interfere with the constancy of the 
phase along the wave-f ront, notwithstanding the 
fact that  the wave has been chopped to pieces, 
and  the pieces made t o  change places. This be- 
ing the case, i t  appears as if we should have no 
diffraction spectra a t  all, in spite of the deep 
f urrows. 
Just how a surface ruled with grooves of this 
type, with perfectly smooth reflecting sides meet- 
ing in  a sharp edge, would behave is perhaps 
open to question. Whe+er a wave can be 
broken up into paired strips, reversed, and re- 
united into a plane wave without suffering dif- 
fraction, is a question vhich can probably be 
answered only by experiment. It seems possible 
that  many of the anomalies exhibited by reflect- 
ing gratings can be explained by a two-fold 
or  even multiple reflexion from the groove. It 
is doubtful, however, if multiple reflexions can 
be considered as taking place in a groove com- 
mensurable in size with the wave-length. The 
investigation of gratings of this type will lx 
taken up later. The present paper deals only 
with the behaviour of the 120' groove. 
We will now take up the individual behaviour 
of the gratings which have been investigated 
up t o  the present time. 
The arrangement of the apparatus was as 
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follows: The light from a Nernst filament, ren- 
dered parallel by a concave mirror,  was reflected 
from three large polished surfaces of quartz and 
focused upon the slit of the vacuum spectro- 
bolometer by a second concave mirror. The dif- 
fraction spectra were caused to  pass across the 
bolometer s t r ip  by revolving the grating, which 
made the incidence angle vary, and necessitated 
the use of the formula for fixed telescope and 
collimator and rotating grating. Each grating 
was studied with the quartz residual-rays, and 
with the CO, radiations, and the curves repre- 
senting intensity distribution plotted. The 
areas of the curves were measured with a plani- 
meter to  determine the total energy in  each 
spectrum. The “central  image)’ curve was al- 
ways very much higher than any spectrum 
curve, but  owing to its narrowness frequently 
contained much less energy; i n  other words, me 
cannot take the deflexion a t  the central image, 
and in  a given spectrum, as a measure of the 
energy distribution, since the radiation is not 
monochromatic. The curves were plotted on 
large sheets of co-ordinate paper, and cannot be 
reproduced very well, even on a greatly reduced 
scale. It has seemed, best, therefore, t o  make a 
small chart, showing in  a rather qualitative 
manner the positions and magnitudes of the 
spectra of different orders, obtained with each 
grating. Dotted lines represent the C O ,  radia- 
tion (wave-length 4.3)) solid lines the quartz 
rays (wave-length 8.6). To save space the cen- 
t ra l  image curve, the height of which is sorne- 
times 70 or 80 times the width a t  the base, is 
shown on a much smaller scale. 
The angular position of the oblique image on 
the chart has been indicated by brackets. In  the 
case of very coarse rulings, i t  is merely an  
image of the source, but slightly diffused by 
diffraction; with the finer rulings we have the 
broad maxima and minima of the first class 
(the positions of the superposed patterns due to 
the individual reflecting strips o r  the so-called 
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oblique images, are  indicated by brackets in 
fig. 6). 
The gratings have the following constants and 
characteristics :- 
No. 4 Constant (grating space), .0265 mm. 
Angles of reflecting planes 20.5" and 27.5". 
Constant. Angles of Planes. 
No. 6 ... .0123 mm. ... 22' and 30" 
No. 6 ... .0123 mm. ... 18'and 29" 
No. 7 ... .0123 mm. ... 30' and 20" 
No. 8 ... .0123 mni. . . .  8' 
No. 9 ... .0265 mm. ... 6" 
We may take as a. type the study of Grating 
No. 5. 
GRATING No. 5 .  CONSTANT, .0123 MM. 
Angle of reflecting planes, 22' and 30". Micro- 
scopical examination showed that the 30" planes 
were very poor reflectors ; they appeared covered 
with dark patches, showing that the surface was 
very ragged and there was no oblique image t o  
the right of the central image, which was wholly 
absent with visible light. With the heat rays 
the intensity distribution i ~ a s  as follows :- 
QVARTZ H A Y S .  
First  order, left ... ... ... ti3 
, ,, right ... . . .  7 
Central image . .  . . . ... 30 
Central image , . .  ... ... 54 
CO, H A Y S .  
Second order, left ... ... 46 
I n  this case the slit vidth was 0.5 nim., and 
the width of the bolometer strip was 0.5 mm., 
so that  the resolving power was high. The de- 
flexions of the galvanometer could be repeated 
with an error of Iess than 1 111111. (with total de- 
flexions of 35 mm.). 
The first order spectrum for the quartz rags 
falls exactly in the diyection of the oblique 
image, and contains 63 per cent. of the energy. 
With visihle light there is scarcely a trace of any 
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central image, practically all of the light going 
into the oblique image, yet with the heat-rays 
x-e find the central image quite strong. This is  
what we should expect, for the hea t - rap  are dif- 
fracted by the edges of the grooves to  the same 
extent as are  light-waves by an ordinary optical 
grating, and the concentration is not complete 
even when the direction of a spectrum coincides 
with that  of the oblique image. 
With the C O ,  rays the first order spectra are  
absent. This is i n  agreement with theory, fo r  
if we draw the reflected wave-fronts moving off 
a t  an angle of 4') and make their width such 
as would obtain with a grating constant of .0123 
and angles such as specified, we find that if we 
reduce their width a trifle the path-difference be- 
tween the disturbances coming from their edges, 
in  the direction of the first order spectrum, is 
exactly A. 
We should, howver,  expect the central image 
to very nearly disappear from the same circum- 
stance, for in  this case the path-difference mill 
be 2 A .  Its  appearance is probably due t o  the 
circumstance that  the ideal condition of fig. 1 
is not fulfilled, i.e., there is a narrow dark region 
between the reflected wave fronts. We have, 
moreover, disturbances from the other edges of 
the groove which have not been taken into ac- 
count. 
The results obtained thus far appear to be 
in excellent agreement with theory, and indicate 
that  the method gives reliable experimental 
data regarding the distribution of energy as a 
function of the groove form. It indicates that  
diffraction of the radiation from the reflecting 
planes prerents us from concentrating all of the 
energy in a single spectrum, but that  with a 
properly sloped edge we can utilise as much as 
70 per cent. of the energy. 
In the future i t  is planned to  use more homo- 
geneous radiation, by spectral decomposition of 
white light x-ith a rock-salt apparatus, and 
study each grating with a wider range of wave- 
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lengths. This will enable us to pass by gradual 
stages from the energy distribution obtained 
with the quartz-rays to that  obtained with the 
CO,  radiation. 
The chief point of interest which has come out 
of these experiments is that better gratings can 
be ruled in  a mft metal film deposited upon a 
hard surface which has previously been worked 
flat, than upon speculum metal. The resolving 
power of a grating depends upon the total num- 
ber of lines ruled, and a diamond point will 
FIG. 7. 
seldom rule a five-inch surface without breaking 
down. On a soft film of gold, silver, or some 
such mexal deposited upon a polished plate of 
speculum, there is no reason why a grating of 
any size should not be ruled, for there is very 
Iittle wear upon the diamond point, and a good 
point once found should last a long time, instead 
of breaking down after ruling one or two small 
gratings. 
I shall now change the subject quite abruptly 
and bring to your attention some experiments 
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with which I have amused myself during the 
summer months. 
The idea of utilising the principle that the 
free surface of a liquid, rotating with a uni- 
form velocity, assumes the form of a paraboloid, 
i n  the construction of a reflecting telescope is 
not new. Mercury telescopes have been sug- 
gested from time t o  time for the past half- 
century, and in the early seventies one was con- 
structed by Mr. R. C .  Carrington, on Frensham 
Common. So fa r  as I know, however, no seri- 
ous attempt hais ever been made to devise a 
method of rotating the fluid without, a t  the 
same time, communicating jars t o  i t .  The 
scheme has always been regarded as a joke by 
astronomers, which is not surprising when one 
conniders the perfection required of an  optical 
surface and the ease with which ripples are  set 
up on a free surface of mercury. 
The idea of using a rotating magnetic field to 
communicate motion to the circular basin of 
mercury occurred to  me last summer, and be- 
coming interested i n  the problem, more as a 
mechanical puzzle than anything else, I deter- 
mined t o  nscertain if possible whether, after 
all, the difficulties were insurmountable. A small 
instrument seven inches in  diameter was con- 
structed and arranged t o  be driven by a revolv- 
ing r ing of small magnets, which pulled a con- 
centric r ing  of magnets fastened to the dish 
around with it. The rotor, as we may term the 
outer ring, was mounted on a support which 
was completely insulated from the mercury 
basin, and the jars which i t  received from the 
motor along the driving belt were i n  this may 
prevented from reaching the liquid. It was, of 
course, found impossible t o  learn much about 
the instrument in  the city, but I convinced my- 
self that  the ripples on the surface were no 
worse when the basin was revolving than when 
i t  was a t  rest. 
On removing to East Hampton, L.I., for the 
summer, where I have fitted up a small 1Pbora- 
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tory, the experiments were conimenmd in earn- 
est. The mirror was inounted upon a m i i l l  
h i c k  pier and surrounded by an cttiptg Imricl 
to protect i t  from s i r  curreiits. I t  \ \ o r l ~ l  SI) 
tiiucli better than I liad expected, in H ~ I ~ C  of its 
poor worlrmansliip, tliiit I a t  oiico tletcriiri ntvl t o  
Iiiive a lnrgur inhtruinent coristructc(l c ~ f  tilt. 
finest workriinnsliip po4b le .  A \ \~y11\ o r  trio 
mas spent in experinicntiiig \ \ i t 11  tlic h l l l n l l  
niodel, in order ttJ learn :IS much its 1 1 ( 1 4 \ 1 1 1 1 ~ ~  
FIG. a. 
about i t8  peculinritieR and the anurceq of troul)Ie, 
after which drawings for 11 20-inrli infitriiinvnt 
were prepared and  Hulniiittcvl to MessrN. Wnrncr 
and Swawy, of Cleveland. 
Mr. Warner very kindly gnve hi8 personal nt- 
tention to the matter, modified the drnwinga, 
introducing Rome new featuree, and had the 
work commenced at once. The 7-inch instru- 
ment was made from an old casting which I 
found in the junk  heap of the laboratory. It 
was in the form of a circular disc surmounting 
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a short cylindrical pillar. The disc was turned 
out into a shallow flat-bottomed basin, and the 
pillar bored out with a hole about 1 cm. in 
diameter, conical a t  the end. The whole was 
supported on a steeI cylinder, turned to  a cone 
a t  the top, with a bearing surface about 5 mm. 
wide a t  the bottom, the construction adopted 
in the " turn-tables " made for finishing micro- 
scope slides. It was found with this instrument 
that  there were four distinct sources of ripples: 
(a) Jars  from the driving mechanism--i.e., 
motor, speed-pulleys, etc. These were elimin- 
ated by the magnetic clutch previously de- 
scribed. 
( b )  Jars  due to the grinding together of the 
bearing surfaces of the mercury basin itself. 
These were always present in the first instru- 
ment as the surfaces were not polished. It was 
hoped that  better workmanship would elimin- 
ate them, as was found to be the case. 
(c) Imperfect levelling of the instrument, 
which sets up a sort of tidal wave; easily over- 
come provided the axis of rotation is accurately 
perpendicular to the flat bottom of the dish. 
( d )  Variations in the velocity of rotation, 
which give rise to very troublesome wavea. Of 
these I shaIl speak more a t  length presently. 
Mr. Warner suggested the use of two slightly 
tapering conical surfaces f o r  the cylindrical 
base of the dish and the supporting pillar, with 
a central shaft of steel, by the elevation of which 
the dish could be lifted a trifle from the conical 
supports. 
The construction will be readily understood 
by reference to fig. 7. A plug of hardened steel 
A was inserted in the iron basin, which was 
screwed t o  the top of the conical pillar K .  This 
plug rested upon a second plug of hardened steel 
B,  which could be raised or lowered by means 
of the screw C, turned by means of the nut D. 
The bearing surfacee, indicated by the arrow 
E,  were ground flat and accurately perpendicu- 
lar  to the axis of rotation. The weight of the 
D 
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ba3in was carried by the steel plug, but  there 
were in  addition two conical bearings (dotted 
in  the diagram) which kept the instrument level 
during rotation. By lowering the screw C the 
weight of the basin could be thrown wholly upon 
the conical bearings. I n  this position i t  could 
be turned only with some difficulty, owing to 
the increased friction. The best position was 
secured by raising the screw by an  amount just 
sufficient to abolish this friction. The flat bear- 
ing surfaces have recently been replaced by a 
steel bicycle ball, which carries the weight of 
the dish. The friction is much less and  the de- 
finition of the mirror  is much improved. 
The driving mechanism or rotor consisted of 
a large wooden pulley F ,  mounted on ball bear- 
ings, carried on a t r ipod H ,  which was sup- 
ported independently of the rotat ing basin. 
The original plan was to apply the power of 
the rotor to the dish by means of a system of 
magnets, but i t  was found tha t  fine elastic 
threads of rubber answered equallj- well. These 
were fastened to the brackets G, six in  number, 
and attached to the r im of the basin. They 
applied their force tangentially, and did not 
appear to transmit the jars  of the rotor to the 
heavy iron basin. A photograph of the instru- 
ment, the driving pulleys, and the motor, is 
shown in fig. 8. 
Preliminary experiments were made with the 
instrument mounted on a brick pier in the labor- 
atory before i ts  installation a t  the bottom of 
the cement pit.  Ripples were alwaj7s present 
here, as i t  mas impossible to secure the complete 
insulation of the rotor, and the jars  from the 
motor mere transmitted to the pier through the 
floor. A good deal mas learned, however, about 
the adjustments of the instrument in  spite of 
the unfavourable conditions. Accurate levelling 
is of the greatest importance. The dish was firsr 
lerelled by means of B spiri t  lewl, the final ad- 
justments being made optically. 
.A Sernst  Iainp, with its filament vertical, w:i\ 
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iilouiiteci on the ceiling of the laboratory, at st 
height of iibout 1 2  feet above the mercury sur- 
face. At a speed of rotation of about one turn 
in  3.5 seconds the image was formed a t  a point 
where i t  could be reached easily and examined 
by standing on a ladder. If a sheet of paper 
was held a few inches below the focal point, the 
circular ripples were clearly visible. The bright 
centre of the ripple system did not, however, 
coincide with the centre of the convergent cone 
of rays. By turning the levelling screws i t  could, 
however, be brought accurately to the ' centre 
which gives us a first approximation to the t rue 
level desired. The ripples became much less con- 
spicuous as soon as this operation was per- 
formed, and i t  was speedily discovered that  they 
were i n  large par t  due t o  a sort of t idal  wave 
resulting from imperfect levelling. If the basin 
is not level the depth of the mercury is slightly 
greater on the lower side of the basin. 
This point of maximum depth is carried 
around t o  the high side by the rotation of the 
dish, and the mercury seeks to establish its level 
again. If the eye is placed in the focus a 
curious sort of spiral eddy is seen, which is 
caused by this continual readjustment of level. 
With the instrument in approximate adjust- 
ment, the surface appears perfectly smooth and 
free from ripples except under especially favour- 
able illumination. The appearance of the extra- 
focal image as the level is improved is shown 
in  fig. 9 (upper row). These pictures were made 
by inclosing a plate in  a holder provided with 
a shutter giving an exposure of about 1-25th 
second. I n  the lower row we have images ob- 
tained under the same conditions with the plate 
almost a t  the focal point. 
A star seen under these conditions shows a 
very marked coma, which can be abolished by 
turning the levelling screws a proper amount. 
When the mirror is accurately level, i f  the 
image is received on a piece of paper, and one 
of the levelling screws turned a trifle, the image 
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moves slightly to  one side, just as it would do 
if we tilted slightly a solid mirror. Tho i n l a p  
develops a coma, of course, but i t  is interesting 
that an  actual displacement of the point o f  liKlrt 
58x1 be obtained in this way, a circuiiiwtnrice 
whioh one would hardly have anticipated. 
Some experiments have k n  made with two 
concentric dishes, the inner floating on the 
liquid contained in the outer. This expedient 
does not appear to lensen the eflect of jars COIII-  
Fro. 9.  
ing from the ground, though it improven mat- 
ters in some other renpects. In the end i t  may 
be found necessary, though there are certain 
diffioultiee attending its uw. 
One thing which struck me as especially in- 
teresting was the slowness with which the velocity 
of the dish was communicated to the fluid. The 
mercury picks u p  its velocity first a t  the rim, a 
circular zone of constant velocity and focuR 
crawling in gradually from the edRe toward the 
centre. If the eye in placed above the centre of 
the dish a little above a focus, one Been a nar- 
row ring of light of dazzling intenRity conve rp  
gradually from the rim toward the centre. I t  
required over two minutes for all parts of the 
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fluid mass to  acquire a constant angular  
velocity. 
Tho appearance of the room as viewed i n  the 
mirror  while it is  getting up speed is very strik- 
ing. The raf ters  of the roof recede to a n  
enormous height  and the  whole room appears to 
Fro. 10. 
expand i n  a most reinarlcnble manner. The 
nppearance of t h e  mercury surface in rotation, 
ani1 itR freedom from ripples nre shown i n  fig. 
10. The diRtortion of the reflected image is, 
of courAe, due to  the  nstigmatism which re- 
~ i i l t s  from oblique incidence. If the picture is 
inverted a n d  viewed from a point only R little 
a h v c  the plane of the  paper it appearn quite 
good. 
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Increasing the speed of rotation shortens the 
focus, and in the next figure (11) the reflected 
rays of light have come to a focus before reach- 
ing the camera, and the image is seen right side 
up instead of inverted, as in  the first case. In  
other words, the real image in space has been 
photographed. 
.I have had the mirror operating with a focal 
length of less than three feet, a t  a velocity of 
one turn  in three seconds-i.e., with a ratio of 
focus to aperture of less than F.2. The dish 
was not deep enough to make a higher velooity 
possible, but I have had smaller mirrors run- 
ning with a focal length of less than one-fourth 
of the aperture. These very deep paraboloids 
might prove usefuI where a great concentration 
of energy was desirable, as in bolometric deter- 
minations of the heat of the stars, o r  for con- 
,centrating solar radiation. 
After completing the preliminary experi- 
ments in the laboratory preparations were 
made for mounting the instrument below 
ground. An old well-house adjoining the barn 
was transformed into an observatory, a new 
floor being laid and a large scuttle cut in the 
roof. The briclr well, which was no longer 
used, was filled up with large granite blocks 
and Portland cement, to a height of about two 
feet above the water level, after which i t  was 
lined with cement, forming a mater-tight pi t  
about 14 feet deep and 30 inches in diameter. 
The granite and cement bottom formed a very 
solid foundation for the mirror to stand upon. 
A second pit mas sunk about six feet from the 
well, justr outside of the well-house, and the two 
put  in communication by means of a tunnel at 
the bottom. 
It mas the original plan to drive the mirror by 
means of a puller-belt running down the side of 
the cement pit, hut as it mas found that i t  was 
necessary t o  make yery precise adjustments 
while the mirror mas running, the second shaft 
became necessary. The mirror ma5 mounted 
- -  
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t l i c  cc,iiicttt floalr, a i i t l  tlie i l r iv ing  riiccIi;ini~tii 
Fro. 1 1 .  
or rtrtor wnR cnrricd upon n wooden P-heam. 
which 1mwecI under the floor of the tiinnel and 
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was securely anchored to  bricli piers in  the 
second pit. The electric motor, driven by a 
110-volt alternating current, and  the speed- 
pulleys, were mounted in  the second pit, the 
belt passing under the floor just above the P- 
beam and around the wooden pulley of the 
rotor. The tunnel was lighted by an  electric 
lamp. 
The general arrangement of the apparatm is 
shown in  fig. 12. It will be seen from the dia- 
gram that the slight jars  from the rotor can 
reach the revolving mirror only by passing back 
to  the second pi t  along the P-beam, thence 
through the brick piers and back through seven 
or  eight feet of sand to the massive granite 
foundation. It is needless to  say that they 
were quite imperceptible a t  the.  end of their 
journey. Within the well-house, and close to 
the nioutli of the pit, a vertical vooden cylin- 
der was mounted with a horizontal ariii 
carrying a plate-holder. A photographic plate 
could, by means of this simple device, be held 
fixed in any position above the pit, fo r  making 
s tar  trails. Visual observations were made by 
standing a t  the mouth of the pit, or upon the 
roof of the.house, according to  the focal length 
used, and holding an  eyepiece in  the hand. 
It was first necessary to determine to what 
extent vibrations, other than those caused by the 
motion of the mirror,  affected the mercury sur- 
face. A five-inch refractor, with an  excellent 
objective figured by Clark, was mounted a t  the 
side of the pit, and directed downward a t  the 
mercury surface. The star images were per- 
fectly sharp, even when the motor was driving 
the rotor, showing that  no trouble was t o  be 
anticipated from tremors running back along 
the P-beam. The approach of a horse and car- 
riage could be detected, however, when i t  was 
a n  eiglith of a mile away, and the footsteps of 
a person running across the lawn fifty yards 
from the telescope house caused a perceptilile 
vibration of the image. Occasional disturb- 
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a n w  were noticbed due to livo stock i n  the 
barn,  and af ter  every & m i ,  vibration8 were 
found resultirig from t h e  pounding of the surf 
on the  bench a qunrtcr  of R mile distant. 
A t  the t ime when tlie experiments were com- 
FIG.  I ? .  
menced the Milky Wny WRA in  the zenith at nine 
O’CIocIi, nnd itR nppenrence when 1 Observed it 
froin the roof of the houm the  firRt t ime the 
motor WRA fitsrted amply repaid me for all my 
trori1)le. No eyepiece WUR iified, the Rtnr images 
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appearing in  space about three feet above the 
mouth of the pit. They appeared perfectly 
sharp and quite steady, since the cone of light 
entering the pupil of the eye under these condi- 
tions comes from but  a small par t  of the mir- 
ror’s surface. On examining the images with 
the eyepiece it was a t  once seen that the focus 
changed periodically through a range of perhaps 
an inch and a half. On viewing the images in 
space with both eyes they were seen to be rising 
and falling rhythmically, dancing up and down 
like will-o’-the-wisps. There were moments when 
they were quite sharp in  the eyepiece, but even 
then they were not quite stationary, moving 
about in a sort of Lissajou figure, perhaps a 
millimeter in  diameter. 
The nature  of the disturbance on the mercury 
surface could be detected bp placing the pupil 
of the eye i n  coincidence with the star image. 
The whole surface of the mirror was then seen 
filled with a blaze of light and the ripples were 
plainly visible. It was at  once apparent that  
they were not “ j a r  ” ripples, for these always 
appear as narrow concentric circles surround- 
ing the centre of the mirror. They often ap- 
pear nearly stationary owing to interference. 
The ripples which were causing the trouble ap- 
peared to start  a t  definite points on the rim 
and spread out across the surface-i.e., their 
centres were on the r im and not a t  centre of 
the basin. After a good deal of experimenting 
i t  mas finally found that  these rippkes were due 
to slight periodic variations in  the velocity 
which caused a I ‘  slip ” between the mercury and 
the iron r im of the basin. At points where 
there was any roughness, or where grains of 
sand happened t o  lie, the ripples started out. 
The periodic change of focus was also found t o  
be due t o  the variation of the velocity, which 
occurred once in  every revolution of the dish. 
This change in  the velocity iS very small, and i t  
is not communicated t o  the fluid, for, as we have 
seen, two minutes are  required for the establish- 
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ment of the steady state, s tar t ing from rest. 
When the  reduction i n  speed occurs, though it 
lasts but a fraction of a second, the liquid a t  
the rim falls a trifle, rising a t  the centre. The 
propagation of the change of curvature from the 
r i m  to the centre is almost instantaneous, and  
not a t  all l ike the slow crawling-in of the zone 9f  
constant curvature seen when s tar t ing the dish. 
This trouble was overcome to a great extent by 
makina one or two changes i n  the construction 
of the instrument.  
I t s  presence was detected by fastening a small 
square of paper to the rim of the basin, and 
another immediately opposite i t  on one of the 
supports to  which the rubber bands were 
fastened. If the dish turned a t  the same velo- 
city as the rotor, the two pieces of paper should 
remain i n  juxtaposition : i t  was found, however, 
tha t  once in  every revolution, the piece of paper 
on the basin first lagged behind, and  then gained 
upon, the one fastened to the rotor. A little 
further experimenting showed tha t  this varia- 
t ion was due to the fact tha t  the friction was a 
little greater at this point, t h a t  is, the force 
necessary to s ta r t  the basin varied with the poli- 
t ion  of the dish. When the dish, i n  its rerolu- 
t ion,  reached the position of maximum friction, 
i t  lagged a little behind {he rotor, the rubber 
threads stretching a trifle. As soon as the point 
mas passed and  the friction diminished, the in- 
creased tension on the threads caused a slight 
acceleration, the basin catching up  rrith, and 
even running a little ahead of, the rotor. The 
actual slip between the rotor and the basin only 
amounted to  about a centimeter, but this was 
quite sufficient to account for all of the disturb- 
ances, as was shown by intentionally varying 
the velocity by siiiall amounts. 
Resolving Pow er. 
b 
A number of s tar  trails lvere made with the 
mirror  running with a 15-foot focus. One of 
these (y Cygni )  is reproduced in  fig. 9 (lower 
figure). We obtain a dotted line of bright points, 
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owing to the periodic change in the fOCUR. ‘I’he 
points a re  fairly small, in fnct, not so very much 
larger than  their theoretical Rize, and  w4wn we 
consider t ha t  they were formed by light-rays 
concentrated by a rotating mercury mrface 20 
inches in  diameter, a t  a distance of 15 feet from 
the photographic plate, they appenr to  me to be 
surprisingly good. I feel very confident that  the 
velocity variations can be abolished. I t  map bc 
necessary in the end to use a motor, the speed of 
which is controlled by n clock, the plan RO RUC- 
cessfully worked out by Mr. Gerrish of the ITnr- 
vard Ohservatory. 
FIG. 1.3. 
I had no trnnhle in separating doullc stnre 
5” or 6” apart ,  nnd I have Imd nionicntary 
glinipses of tlic resolution of both c l  and €2 
L?jroe. 
The great n e l d n  of Andromeda and  the lnrge 
cluster in Zlerculrs both crow the zenith at Enst 
Hampton, and the fornier object appearing 
almost as satisfactory as in a large rcfrncting 
teleacope. 
I have not as pet convinced m y r l f  tha t  the 
mercury telescope will be of uw in aRtronomica1 
observations even if it iR ponRiIile to  bring it to 
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a high degree of perfection. Its great disadvan- 
tage lies in  the fact that ita observations are 
confined to a narrow region surrounding the 
zenith. On the other hand, i t  has the great ad- 
vantage of a focus which may be made to vary 
over as wide a range as we please, and its cost 
ie very small. The 20-inch instrument, with its 
motor, cement pit, entrance shaft, tunnel, etc., 
cost only $200 (about &40), not including the 
mercury. In  the case of small instruments, not 
over three feet in diameter, i t  may be feasible to 
use an auxiliary plane mirror driven by clock- 
work or by hand, for reflecting the light from 
any part of the sky to the bottom of the pit. 
An instrument of large size could in this way be 
placed within the means of any amateur ob- 
server, and valuable data might be secured. 
Whether a gigantic reflector mounted in  a suit- 
able latitude would enable us to see more of 
planetary detail, I do not feel prepared to say. 
We could in this way combine great focal length 
and immense light-gathering poiver, but we 
should still have the atiiiospheric disturbances 
to contend with. 
As I stated at the beginning of the paper, the 
work was undertaken purely as a diversion for 
the summer months, and if further experiment- 
ing shows us that a perfect reflector can eventu- 
ally be obtained in this way, i t  wil l  then be time 
enough to consider whether i t  is worth while to  
attempt the construction of a much larger in- 
strument. Then, too, we may be able t o  dis- 
cover some substance which can be fused, 
rotated, and allowed to solidify while revolving 
with a constant velocity. Refiguring of the sur- 
face would very probably be found necessary. 
In  the case of a partially viscous substance, 
there would be much less trouble from ripples. 
Last summer I made a fairly good mirror of 
gelatine, and I am at  present looking about for 
a more permanent medium. I shall be very 
glad t o  receive any suggestions about easily 
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tii\iblc iiictlin wliicli w i l l  wIi(lify w i t h  nn o ~ ~ t i l * i t I  
surf ncc. 
\V\Thile it has Reemcc1 hest to liriiiz the. i i i k t r i i -  
merit to  the llipliest tleprcc of pcrftrt iam !idoris 
attempting to  :i(lviSe IiietlimlH of (Ic~stroyirlg niiy 
residual ripples;, sotile cqwriiiictnts li i ivv i t lrwtl!  
been made i n  thiri direction. ~ ' w o  I I i f t ~ i O d R  RUC- 
gest thernaelves. We may u w  n copper w R w l .  
turned to an npproriirinte pnrnMoit i ,  nncl UHC 11 
th in  film of niercury (nR in tlic cnw of t l w  rrrtiti- 
cinl horizon). The rottition woultl t l i e n  Iinrc* t l i t .  
effect of figuring the surface, the tliinncwi of tlic 
mercury layer preventing tlic propnpntion of 
Fro. 14. 
ripples. This method hnR not yet 1we1i trirtl.  
ns the objcctionR to i t  a re  olivioun. 
The ripplm cnn Iw dampcd to nn npprc*oinIh 
degree by covering tlie niwcury Rurfnw with n 
th in  lnycr of wnter. whicli aRsunieR t h e  Rnim 
curvature RE the niercury. Glyccrin dnmlm 
them completely if they nre not of too Rmnt 
amplitude to  Rtart with. Evrn i f  thcp are nf 
large magnitude, tlic eficct of tho g l rc r r in  i R  
surprising. With my wren-inch mirror .  
mounted on a talde which n m  jnrred to such nn 
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cstent by the machinery in thc room below that 
the vi l rnt ions could be felt with the  hand, I 
have ohtainecl nlinost as good definition as a t  
EnRt Hampton with every precaution ttiken to 
avoid jnrs. 
The action of the glycerin is well illustrated 
liy figs. 13 and 14, which are  pliotograplts of tltc 
filament of a n  incandescent lamp tnlcen with the 
mirror .  The mirror  was running at such a 
speed t h a t  the image was formed ahout a meter 
above the surface. The belt from the motor 
drore  the dish directly, no rotor being used, 
FIG. If , .  
and the j a r s  from thc city traffic and machinery 
wcre so great  that  the ripples could be seen even 
in  the mast unfnvourahle illuniination. Fig. 
13 was taken  withaut, fig. 14 with, the glycerin 
cover.. 
Two sninll dishes of mercury were then placed 
a n  the floor, which W R A  violently shaken hy Ahaft- 
ing attltclied to the flow beam8 in the shop be- 
low. The j a r r ing  was RO great  as to lie un- 
pleasant. The mercury i n  one dish W R A  covered 
with glycerin to II depth of about 4 mm. The 
light from an arc lamp was then reflected from 
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the two dishes directly to H photogrnpliic plate, 
exposed behind n “ focnl-plane ” shutter. l’lie 
mercury waveti cnn scarcely Ix! wen in the iriinge 
(fig. 10) obtained from the glycerin-covered our- 
face, while the other iningc (fig. 16) 8peilkR for 
itself. 
I t  Reems quite piRihle tlint tlie glyceriri cover 
rimy prove useful in maltin:: rirtiticinl horizom 
Inasniuoh aa riry twenty-inch riiiimjr now I ’ U I ~ R  
with 60 little error and w i t h  sucli insipit ioii i t  
ripples thnt thc rrinxiiiiuiri tlcvinticins frorii per- 
fect focus amount only t o  11 iiiilliirieter or l e s ~  
FIQ. 16. 
(and this with n h i e t e r  focnl length), I felt 
very confident that the glycerin mver would 
make the image praoticnlly perfeot. 
Castor oil wnti used instend of glycerin, nR 
the latter fluid nhorha moisture from the nir 
nnd develop8 strice. Experiments showed, how- 
ever, tha t  the oil served only the purpone of en- 
trapping insectR, which previously gnve much 
trouble by bumping into the mercury surface. 
The long period or tidal waven are not de- 
stroyed by the viscous fluid, and them are  the 
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only ones which remain. I have mounted a 15- 
inch flat (silvered glass) over the telescope pit, 
and can now reach almost any part of the sky. 
In  the case of the moon, I have had momentary 
glimpses of the smallest craters which are visible 
in my 5-inch refractor. 
The image becomes very sharp once in every 
two revolutions, L e . ,  once in every ten seconds. 
The cause of this periodicity has not yet been 
determined. It is perhaps due to  a combina- 
tion of the period of rotation with the natural 
period of vibration of the conoave mercury sur- 
f ace. Further experiments will probably throw 
more light on the slight residual troubles, and 
i t  may be possible to remedy them. 
I feel compelled to make an apology to  your 
Society for  introducing a description of an in- 
strument of very doubtful value into a Thomas 
Young oration. It is possible that these experi- 
ments may be of value in suggesting ideas to 
others, and something may perhaps eventually 
develop out of the thing along some line quiie 
other than that originally planned. The man 
who invented the “key that  would wind any 
watch ” lived in poverty, as his invention was 
brought out at the time when stem-minders were 
becoming popular. Then someone made the 
‘ I  automatic pencil ” which operated on the same 
principle, and the watch-key man sued him for 
infringement, and lived happily ever afterwards 
on the royalties which the pencil man was 
obliged t o  pay him. 
E 
